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About This Game

Meow Wars is a cat themed card battle game with easy to learn mechanics and charming hand drawn characters. Battle your
way through each challenger to reach Commander Catrat and free Claw Mountain from his iron fisted grip. Each stage

introduces a new cat and card ability in a compelling feline filled story. Challenge your friends to a PVP duel or test your
might against a global audience.

MULTIPLAYER
- Challenge your friends to a PVP card battle!

- Select from a cast of 8 characters and 7 arenas.
- Hone your skills by training against our cat bot AI.
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STORY MODE
- Extensive training from Lieutenant Luna prepares you for battle.

- Meet all the cats in their natural habitat and be entertained with cat pun chatter.

FEATURES
- Simple mechanics that are easy to learn - even for novices to the card battle genre.

- 11 languages, including “Meow Meow” cat chatter. Even your cat can play! ��
- 8 wonderfully hand drawn characters brought to life.

- 8 ability cards that bring excitement to battles, introducing strategy and unpredictability.

Developer Notes
This game is available in the following languages:

English, Spanish, German, French, Russian, Simplified Chinese, Traditional Chinese, Portuguese, Japanese, Korean, Meow
Meow (Cat Chatter)
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At first you might come across some difficulty because the mechanics aren't really what you are used to, but that doesn't
necessarily mean they are bad. They are pretty much really simplified.
But beware as the difficulty curve is pretty much random, you will be doing the same thing over and over, and there are glitches
here and there.
Grab it only if it is in some sort of promotion.. is alright mang.. Psychological warfare doled out in chunks you can fit into a
lunch break.

MINDNIGHT is an absolutely incredible game, and it looks like it'll only get better with time. The developers are active and
open to feedback and suggestions, the playerbase is currently small but will grow with time, and the community is wonderful.

The game is simple to get into. Unlike some of the more complex variations of games like Mafia, there are only two roles:
Agents, who comprise the majority of players, and Hackers, who form the minority. Agents aren't aware of who their
teammates are, but hackers are. Teams of variable size are proposed to go on missions, with Agents wanting to secure the
mission node, and Hackers wanting to hack it. Hackers do not have to hack the node, however, they can choose to secure it just
like an Agent. Also a welcomed departure from more Mafia-esque games is that there is no system where players are eliminated
from the game. Everybody plays the entire round, no getting assassinated at the beginning of the game and having to sit back
and watch the rest passively due to bad luck.

The various game elements combine to form a game centered around the mind, appropriately. Records of who went on what
mission as well as who voted for what teams help provide a look at who you can trust and who you can't, but the best Hackers
will seek to blend in with the Agents while sowing doubt. Pure logic won't take you all the way, you need to engage.

But enough rambling. The game is quite fairly priced, has an active and growing community, the potential for even more styles
of gameplay coming in the future, and is devastatingly fun. Stop by the discord channel to say hi if you'd like to learn more, and
I hope to see you soon in MINDNIGHT!. Really nice puzzle game. Has an interesting mind blowing plot. But, the puzzles are
ridiculous.
Also requires some good narration- the evil demon wasn't scary at all.. i havent even played this game. Great little
picross\/nonogram game. The puzzles are all randomly generated and can be as large as permitted by screen resolution
(2048x1152 allows a puzzle size up to around 99 x 60). There are lots of different themes to select for the puzzle boxes from
regular black\/white to coloured circles and stars. The devs seem active in the community and have worked to solve the few
issues that have arisen. There seems to be support for all platorms, which is always good to see. Well worth the tiny price tag.. I
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mean as a scandinavian how could I NOT buy these. High quality and really well made as always from SCS.
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I like the concept and the combat, but the controls just ruin the entire game.. no hitbox while jumping
- awful "bloody screen" and no real "you got killed"-screen
- made with unity engine
- uninspired maps
- no players (players atm because of frees keys)
- everything got collision, even leaves
- bad physics. jumed on a rock and it threw me in the air.
- the trailer uses "One Click Headshot" by Feed Me. I don't know if they even own the rights.

feels like digital homicide with multiplayer. I like this campaign mission very much. It is straight-forward and the side-
objectives don't burden you overly. I like the difficulty with the mission because I found I was expanding too fast for my
workforce so I had 550 population with nearly 200 open jobs, which with my factories was a major burden on my sustainable
income.

Only minor annoyance I would say is the major side-objectives that accompanied the mission of significance were given out too
late into the mission in my opinion, but thats relatively minor. Very solid DLC and I recommend. I purchased the DLC for
$1.40 and I totally recommend it at that price, however $3.99 I think is too much to justify the content in the price. I got about
three hours out of the mission personally. 8.5\/10

----

Thanks for reading my review! If you like my reviews and care to read more, feel free to join Antwog's Analysis (Reviews). 
http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/groups\/AntwogReviews

If you have questions comment below or post in Antwog's Analysis (Reviews) general discussion page. If you liked it, give it a
rating.. Beyond Reality was lots of fun to play! The plot was well constructed and the dialogue flowed. The game play wasn't
hard and neither was getting the achievements. I even enjoyed the ending, it was a very solid end. As well as the end wraps up
everyone's lives not just those in the future.. LineWay is a mostly enjoyable maze\/puzzle game.

Some of the mechanics are interesting but grow to be repetitive. Each maze has only a single solution so replay value is limited.
Graphics and sound are not obnoxious but there is an absence of "depth" as is present in some other "similar" games such as
Hook and Zenge (either in puzzle complexity or in raw atmosphere).

LineWay is worth a purchase when on sale or in bundles. It is a solid B+\/A- relaxed puzzler but can feel stale in a marathon
play-through.. I'm really torn going into this review. I gave it a thumbs down, but I didn't hate it. It's a solid 3\/5. I've played
through twice now, and I'm trying to talk myself into a third run. My overall opinion is, unfortunately, the game isn't worth the
$15 I paid for it. It IS worth playing, however, so if you can get it on sale and you're thinking about giving it a try, don't hesitate.
Here's a breakdown of what I loved and hated:

Pros:
- Battles are fought with a take on the Match 3 style games, so it's an easy system for most people to pick up. That kind of
accessibility is always appreciated. Some other players have struggled with it on the PC, but I plugged in an Xbox controller and
had no issues. (If you find it's still too difficult and you're more interested in the story than gameplay, you have the option to
turn on assist mode in settings. You'll still have to go through the puzzles, but you'll no longer take damage. If you're getting
frustrated, I'd suggest switching it on to finish the game.)
- Visually this game is STUNNING. I love the aesthetic. It felt like a reward for putting myself through multiple play
throughs--more on that later.
- Music and sound effects were fun. Sometimes you get partial voice acting in games and it doesn't add to the experience. In this
case I felt it did.
- There was a lot of diversity in the NPCs. You have the option to spend a fair amount of time interacting with the inhabitants of
Emrys, and they're interesting. If you're running side quests, you might as well enjoy the dialogue along the way, right?
- The story is promising. By the end I was invested and really enjoyed the development of the plot. That's saying a lot, since it
tended toward the predictable. The writing was fun, and none of the dialogue ran overly long. In a short game, you need to keep
things concise, and the devs did a great job with that. The writing style was fresh and a little funky, which fit the story and
visuals perfectly.
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Cons:
- This game is short. I feel like I should get at least 10 hours out of a $15 game, but this one comes in at no more than 5 per play
through. That would be fine if there was incentive for playing it a second or third time, but...
- There is only one ending (as far as I can tell.) While it seems as though you can change the end of the game, it's very much a
Mass Effect 3 situation. Take this with a grain of salt, because I've only done two runs, but you will always end up in the same
place, regardless of the major decisions you make. I don't mind games with a fixed ending, but if a game gives me a series of
choices, and alludes to alternate endings, I'd appreciate it if the dev held up their side of things and came through with the
alternate ending. This might bother me more because I play a lot of VNs, but it sounds like it's a universal complaint.
- The ending leaves a lot of loose ends. This was the most disappointing aspect for me. I felt like the dev wanted to do a mobile-
style version of a game like Persona, but fell extremely short of the mark. The anime aesthetic, choice-driven plot, side quest
options, and mundane interactions (like choosing who you text, or how to spend your day leading up to battle) were promising.
The lackluster ending was not. Even the final boss battle was a let-down. If a story raises a series of questions, but only answers
half of them, it makes the game feel incomplete. The only thing they can do at this point to make it worse is release a second
game that attempts to tie up those loose ends. For the price, it really needed to be a complete game, and no amount of novel
gameplay or beautiful art is enough of a band-aid to fix it.

My overall take? It was an underwhelming first entry for Viz media into the gaming world. Rose City Games had a great
concept with the Match 3 meets anime-inspired adventure game, but they seem to have fallen victim to the idea that a game can
be only so many things at once: novel gameplay, beautiful aesthetic, or well-rounded plot. In this Match 3, you can only pick
two.. I liked this game a lot, for reasons that I can't quite put my finger on. It's not a difficult game, other than perhaps one or
two of the puzzles might give you fits for a little bit. But it looks nice, it plays well, and there was something unique about
having a game only on the one screen like that. It's not going to last you long, but there's enough here to warrant buying the game
when it's on sale. The DLC is worth it as well, since it's about as long as the initial game. Personally, I would've liked to have
seen more DLC with the rabbit being stuck in other places, too, but I'd imagine the game is what it is at this point.. This game
changed my life. I've never felt more connected to myself spiritually, emotionally and mentally. Plus, it makes for a handy insult
on various other games. "Go back to Pony World 3." Inspirational.. i love this. please dont play i say it because i care for you all
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